Abstract. We describe how model-checking games can be the foundation for e cient local model-checking of the modal mu-calculus on transition systems. Game-based algorithms generate winning strategies for a certain game, which can then be used interactively to help the user understand why the property is or is not true of the model. This kind of feedback has advantages over traditional techniques such as error traces. We give a proof technique for verifying such algorithms, and apply it to one which we have implemented in the Edinburgh Concurrency Workbench. We discuss its usability and performance.
Introduction
The modal mu-calculus (see e.g. 9]) is an expressive logic which can be used to describe properties of systems modelled as labelled transition systems (LTSs). The problem of model-checking the mu-calculus on transition systems is that of deciding whether an LTS satis es a formula. Many model-checking algorithms have been developed and implemented in tools. One such tool is the Edinburgh Concurrency Workbench ( 7] ), in which users design modular systems using the Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS). The semantics of a CCS process is given by an LTS, and for model-checking purposes we will think of the LTS as the basic notion; of course feedback to the user is all in terms of CCS derivatives. We are mostly interested in local, on-the-y algorithms; our algorithm will not require global information about the LTS, so we are free to calculate parts of the LTS as required, and in some cases we will be able to check properties of in nite-state LTSs.
Previous work on model-checking has concentrated mostly on the worst-case time complexity of the algorithm in question. This is not our focus here, and indeed, the algorithm we have implemented does not have the best known worstcase time complexity. Instead, we are concerned with two aspects of the needs of users of model-checking tools.
Firstly, and most importantly, we consider the feedback given to users. Any model-checking algorithm can tell the user whether a formula does or does not hold of a process; however, for a user trying to design a system which should meet a speci cation given in the mu-calculus, this is not su ciently helpful. It can be hard to debug such a system, that is, to work out why its properties are not as required and alter it so that they are. Moreover it is not always obvious how an algorithm can provide output that helps. If the system is supposed to satisfy \can do an a-action" (haiT) and does not, the tool need only show the user the possible rst actions of the process to demonstrate what went wrong. But if the user expects the model to satisfy a more complex property such as \there is some path on which P holds in nitely often" { in mu-calculus X: Y: (P^h?iX) _ h?iY { and it does not, then it is much less clear what good diagnostics are: in particular, the tool can't give any particular path through the system, and expect it to be helpful to the user. Presumably, however, the user has some path in mind; if the user somehow gives the path, we may expect to be able to convince her/him that P does not hold in nitely often on that path. We will return to this example to show the user playing against the tool's winning strategy.
Secondly, we are interested in the performance of our algorithm on the examples that arise in practice. This can be strongly a ected by common characteristics of practical systems; we shall describe some improvements we have made which have no impact on the worst-case complexity of the algorithm, yet have dramatic e ects on the practical performance. This is an area which has not been much addressed in the local model-checking literature. Improving performance necessitates experimentation; it is important to be able to try out variations on an algorithm to see whether they are practical improvements, whilst remaining con dent that the algorithm is correct. Therefore we need to have a exible proof technique which will work for a wide family of algorithms; we need to be able to make changes to our algorithm and prove them correct without needing to re-prove correctness from scratch. One of our contributions here is such a framework; we shall discuss variants on the algorithm as we go.
Background and plan
The syntax of the modal mu-calculus we use (positive form) is:
::= T j F j Z j 1^ 2 j 1 _ 2 j K] j hKi j Z: j Z:
where Z ranges over a family of propositional variables, and K over subsets of the set of labels: ?K denotes K's complement. 9] provides a tutorial introduction to the mu-calculus and its use: here we assume familiarity with it. We write Z: for \either Z: or Z: ". A closed formula contains no free variables. very much like a successful (canonical) tableau. The work is also related to 2] and methods in 3]. The history-free winning strategy, whose size is linear in the size of the problem, that is, in the product of the number of states of the model and the number of subformulae of the formula, should be generated by the model-checking algorithm. 1 Given a tool which takes advantage of this, the user can use the strategy as an interactive diagnostic tool to correct wayward intuitions and debug the model. As we shall show, expecting the opposite answer to the one the tool gave corresponds naturally to expecting to be able to beat the tool when it follows its winning strategy. Losing repeatedly to the tool and observing how this happens, the user can locate the problem with the model.
On the theoretical side, we also nd thinking in terms of games helpful: it seems to expose the structure and duality of the problem well. An alternative approach is via Boolean We rst brie y describe the basic model-checking game, and we introduce open games which are a formalisation of the idea of exploring parts of the gametree separately; a particular case of an open game is the basic model-checking game. Using open games to prove correctness, we describe our implementation of a game-based algorithm in the Edinburgh Concurrency Workbench (CWB). This includes features to allow the user to use the winning strategy interactively, as described. We discuss the usability and performance of the new algorithm, which is encouraging. Finally we mention future work.
The games
We wish to establish whether a process P satis es a closed of the modal mucalculus. We assume all bound variables in are distinct, renaming them if necessary to ensure this: the assumption is used in Rule 6 of Figure 1 .
The model-checking game G(P; ), is played by 8belard (or Player I, or Opponent) and 9loise (or Player II, or Player). 8belard attempts to show that P fails to have the property whereas 9loise tries to show that P does have .
We write Player A and Player B for \a player" and \the other player" when it doesn't matter which is which.
A play of G(P 0 ; 0 ) is a nite or in nite length sequence of the form (P 0 ; 0 ) : : : (P n ; n ) : : : where each i is a subformula of 0 and each P i is a derivative of P 0 . (We call such a pair a con guration of the game.) Suppose a play (so far) is (P 0 ; 0 ) : : : (P j ; j ). The moves are given in Figure 1: note that the form of the available moves, and which player chooses, are determined by the form of j . Each time the current game con guration is (P; Z: ), at the next step this xed point is abbreviated to Z, and each time Fig. 1 . Rules for the next move in a game play the con guration is (Q; Z) the xed point subformula it identi es is, in e ect, unfolded once as the formula becomes . 2 The conditions for winning a play are given in Figure 2 . 8belard wins if a blatantly false con guration is reached, or if 9loise is stuck, and dually for 9loise. The Notice that a xed point variable need not be active in itself, but that if it is not it is a dummy xed point: it can be deleted from the root formula without a ecting its meaning. We will assume as part of the normalisation procedure that all xed point variables are active in themselves.
If X is active in it must be that is a subformula of the body of X. X becomes active (from being inactive) in a play when its xed point X: is unwound (not, of course, when the variable X is unwound from inside: then it was active already). So any play on which X is active, then inactive, then active, must include the unwinding of some other variable which subsumes X, otherwise we couldn't have approached X from outside. It may cease to be active when a disjunct or conjunct is chosen (otherwise, if it was active in the formula of one con guration it's still active in the next).
A strategy for Player A is a set of rules telling Player A how to move: that is, it is a partial function from plays 3 to con gurations, which given a play p 2 dom ending in a con guration (Q; ) from which Player A must move, returns a non-empty set of legal next con gurations. If every such set is a singleton, we say that is deterministic (and in this case we will usually think of (p) as a con guration, rather than as a singleton set of con gurations). We call history-free if (p) is determined solely by the nal con guration (Q; ) of p, irrespective of the rest of the play. A play q follows if for every proper pre x p of q ending in an A-choice, p 2 dom and the next con guration of q after p is in (p). is complete if whenever p is a play following and ending in a con guration from which Player A must choose, (p) is de ned. Otherwise it is partial. is a winning strategy if it is complete and B does not win any play which follows . A history-free complete strategy may be regarded as a partial function from con gurations to con gurations.
The basic theorem we exploit is from 8]:
Theorem 1. P j = i 9loise has a winning strategy for G(P; ).
In fact, the strategy can be required to be deterministic and history-free, but this will follow from what we prove here so we don't need to quote it. The proof follows closely the soundness and completeness proofs from 10]: indeed winning strategies and successful tableaux are closely related.
Techniques: indexes and open games
In this section we introduce the de nitions and basic results which will enable us to prove our algorithm (and others in the same family) correct. When we have to think about the play that lead to a con guration, we are often only interested in the positions at which xed points are unwound (indeed, it is this that leads to the equivalent formulations such as MC games and Boolean equation systems). This motivates:
Indexes
Fix a \root" formula with xed point variables X 1 ; : : : X n . We have a natural partial order on the variables, given by X Y if X subsumes Y . Now given a play p with nal con guration (P; ), the index of p written index(p), or the index of (P; ) with respect to p is a map i from the set of xed point variables active in , say fX 1 ; : : : X n g fX 1 ; : : : X n g, to natural numbers, in which i(X) is the number of times in the play p the xed point X has been unwound since any other xed point which subsumes X was last unwound. We think of i as being a concise description of the features of p that we may have to care about. We will write ; for the index with empty domain; this is, for example, the index of the play containing only the root con guration, since the formula of the root con guration is closed, so no variables are active in it.
Let (Q; ) be any legal next con guration after (P; ). Then, of course, the index of (Q; ) relative to the extended path, index(p(Q; )), can be determined j and k, rsp. i and k) is X (rsp. Y , rsp Z), then at least two of X, Y , Z are equal, and if one is di erent from the other two then it is subsumed by them. 2 
The open game
Given a root con guration, i.e. a transition system and formula we wish to check, we will need to consider open games, which are a generalisation of the standard model-checking game. The idea is to have a disciplined way of exploring what may happen in a limited part of the standard game, as a proof technique for proving the correctness of algorithms which generate winning strategies for the standard game.
An assumption (the motivation for the terminology will become clearer later)
is a triple (P; ; i), where (P; ) is a con guration as usual, and i is an index. A decision for player A is either { (?; (P; ; i)) where ? is a set of assumptions and is not a formula from which A must move, or else { (?; (P; ; i); (Q; )) where (Q; ) is a con guration which A may choose from the A-choice point (P; ). With a slight abuse of terminology we will sometimes talk about (P; ; i) as the decision in both cases, and refer to (Q; ) in the latter case as the move which justi es the decision (P; ; i).
Let ? be a set of assumptions, (P; ) a con guration, i an index, and Pl a player. The game G Pl (?; (P; ; i)) begins at con guration (P; ) and has con- 1. The leading di erence of i and j corresponds to a variable X which belongs to player A, and i(X) < j(X), or 2. The leading di erence of i and j corresponds to a variable X which belongs to player B, and i(X) > j(X). We write i A j for i < A j or i = j.
(Recall that we say maximal xed points belong to 9loise and minimal xed points to 8belard.) For each set S of active variables, A is a total order on indexes with domain S: it is \partially reversed lexicographic order" in the sense that B variables are compared \upside down". (Strictly speaking we should perhaps write < A;S for the total order de ned on indexes with domain S, to make clear that what we have is a family of total orders { but omitting the S does not seem likely to cause any confusion.)
Of course < B is just the reverse of < A : i < A j i j < B i. (But it's convenient to have separate symbols for the two related orders.)
Notice that the canny player Pl need never lose a play by hitting an assumption, because it is always open to her to discard the assumption in the move of type 1 that otherwise would precede a position at which she would lose for this reason.
A strategy for an open game speci es all the moves that a player must make, . What we mean by this is that it plays just as it would have done. In particular such a strategy will have all its assumption sets contained in ?.
The relationship between open games and the standard games is that G A (;; (P; ; ;)) \is" the standard model-checking game starting at (P; ) (regardless of which player A is). In order to make this identi cation, we are of course taking advantage of the fact that moves of type 1 are negligible, and indexes irrelevant, if the assumption set is empty. We say that A-wins game G if is a winning strategy for player A for G. If G is an open game with distinguished player A and is a strategy for the same player, must specify moves of type 1 as well as the moves of type 2 which are like those in the standard game. We may adopt the convention that the strategy need not explicitly specify a move of type 1 which discards all assumptions.
We will need some easy facts about indexes in plays (notice that they make use of our assumption that there are no dummy xed points): 
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Our next lemma tells us how assumptions can be discharged: if using an assumption we could win a game starting from that assumption, then we can also win from there without the assumption.
Lemma 3. A-wins G(? f(P; ; i)g; (P; ; i)) ) A-wins G(?; (P; ; i)) Proof. Notice that any section (P; ) : : : (P; ) of a play of G(?; (P; ; i)) following must have an A variable as the outermost variable unwound, by assumption on . Consider how many occurrences of (P; ) such a play contains after its initial position: 1. If none, then the play doesn't \use" the assumption (P; ; i) and is won by A by assumption. 2. If some nite number, then we can write the play as p 1 p 2 where p 1 is a (P; ) : : : (P; ) loop, on which A owns the outermost variable unwound, and p 2 is itself a legal play from (P; ) following and not using the assumption (P; ; i), so by Lemma 2(2) A wins. 3. If in nitely many, then A owns the outermost variable that occurs on each (P; ) : : : (P; ) section, and hence owns the outermost variable unwound in nitely often.
Next we have the crucial lemma which will tell us when our algorithm can reuse calculations. In particular, it will show that the whole algorithm specialises in the case of model-checking a non-alternating formula to one which does not have to store indexes with decisions at all. In particular, let us note some simpler conditions which are su cient to establish 2.
1. ? = ;.
2. X is not active in .
3. X is not active in the formula of any 2 ?. 4 . There is no variable Y , of the opposite kind to X and subsumed by X, which is active in .
Proof. First notice that, as a strategy for G A (? 0 ; (P; ; j)), 's rst move is to discard all the assumptions not in ?. ( . Then by the assumption that is a winning strategy for G A (?; (P; ; i)), we have l < A m. We can only have a problem if n < A l, which by transitivity gives n < A m, which by Lemma 2 3(b) gives j < A i. So if i A j holds no such problem can arise.
2. Again, the cases of blatant wins and in nite plays are straightforward, so we only need to consider a play p following which ends at (Q; ) such that = (Q; ; l) 2 ?, which ends with index m if it starts from (P; ; i) and n if it starts from (P; ; j). Consider the paths from to (P; ; i), (P; ; j); they may have a shared beginning, followed by (necessarily, since i 6 = j) an unshared section. It is easy to see that if the two plays are won by opposite players, we must have a pair (X; Y ) of variables active throughout the plays, as described.
We've noted above some good properties of < A . For any assumption set ? the relation (P; ; i) considered as A decision applies to (P; ; j) can be seen as a generalisation of this. (We write A-applies.) We will need some good properties of it too. We'll need Lemma 5. If there is a subformula of the root such that X and Y are both active in and X subsumes Y , then for any subformula in which Y is active, so is X. 2 in order to prove transitivity:
Lemma 6. If (P; ; i) A-applies to (P; ; j) which A-applies to (P; ; k) then (P; ; i) A-applies to (P; ; k).
Proof. By case analysis on why the \applies" in the hypotheses hold. If both are by Lemma 4(1) the transitivity of < A does it.
Suppose both are by Lemma 4(2), and that in neither case does (1) also hold. Then i > A j > A k. Let the leading di erence of i and j be X, of j and k be Y , of i and k be U. If the conclusion fails, we must have that U has a companionn variable of the kind speci ed in Lemma 4(2), which neither X nor Y does. So in particular U 6 = X, U 6 = Y , so by Lemma 1 X = Y subsumes U. Whichever player owns X = Y , i > A j > A k gives that i(X) 6 = k(X) which is a contradiction to the de nition of U. Next suppose that (P; ; i) applies to (P; ; j) by clause (2) and (P; ; j) applies to (P; ; k) by clause (1) . Let the leading di erences be X, Y and U as before. Suppose (for a contradiction) that i > A j < A k < A i and that U has a bad companion, say in assumption , but X does not. As before either X = Y subsumes U, or U = Y subsumes X. In the second case transitivity gives a contradiction as before. In the rst, if X = Y is active in then either U or its companion is a bad companion for X, contradiction. But in fact X must be active in by Lemma 5.
The case where (P; ; i) applies to (P; ; j) by clause (1) and (P; ; j) applies to (P; ; k) by clause (2) is similar (I hope). Remark 1. Notice that the reason why we can't just say, well, we've just proved that any winning strategy at i wins at j, and any winning strategy at j wins at k, so given a winning strategy at i move it to k via j is that we're interested not only in what's true but in what our applies relations tells us.
A practical algorithm
The core of the nal algorithm is shown in Figure 3 .
In brief, we explore depth rst, maintaining a playList which records the sequence of con gurations which lead from the root to the current node (empty if the current node is the root), along with, for each choice-point, which choices remain unexplored. We consider whether to stop exploring at the current node, which we do if winning conditions 1 or 2 apply, or if we hit a repeat { that is, the con guration of the current node already appears on the playList { or if there is some \applicable decision" (see below). If none of these conditions apply, we add the current node to the playList, and choose some so-far unexplored successor to be the new current node. If one of the stopping conditions does apply, then for the appropriate player, say A, we retrace our steps along the playList, or backtrack for Player A, adding decisions for A in a way to be described. Notionally we are trying to build an A-winning strategy. As we backtrack, of course, we remove entries from the end of the playList, so the playList records a \straight" path from the root to the current node. When we backtrack for Player A to a B-choicepoint n, we see whether the playList entry records any unexplored B-choices; notionally, we must see whether Player B could have made a better choice than the one that has just led to an A-win. If there are any unexplored B-choices, we must explore one, replacing the record for n on the playList having altered it to re ect the fact that one fewer B-choices remain unexplored. Eventually we either backtrack for B through n in which case n will get decided for B, or run out of unexplored B-moves in which case we may mark n as decided for A: Player B has tried all the possibilities and none succeeded. function explore (config as (state, formula)) index playList --take the first case which applies: case: --first dispose of trivial cases (formula is T) then backtrack Eloise playList config (formula is F) then backtrack Abelard playList config --then see if any decision can be used (there is a valid decision, (config, i, playerA) say, which is applicable at index) then backtrack playerA playList config --then see if this is a repeat (config is in playList with index i: repeat won by playerA) then record that (config, i) used as an assumption for playerA backtrack playerA playList config --otherwise we have to try to keep playing (there are no legal next moves for the player who chooses a move from this config, say playerA) then --A can't go, so B wins backtrack playerB playList config (else if none of the above apply) then pick a next move, say to config2 create index2 = next(index, formula) record that we've played through (config, index) create r, a new entry for play list recording untaken choices explore config2 index2 (r::playList) end case function backtrack playerA playList whereWeCameFrom case (playList is ]) then playerA --playList was empty, we're done (playList is (h::t)) then if ((config recorded in h) is a playerB choicept & h shows a non-empty list (h'::t') of unexplored pl.B choices) then alter h to give t' as the unexplored playerB choices explore h' playList else add decision for playerA at h justified by whereWeCameFrom if (h was used as an assumption for playerB) then (forget all decisions which may have relied on h) backtrack playerA t (config recorded at h) end case
Fig. 3. The core of the algorithm
The application of a decision as a stopping condition is the reuse of previously calculated information.
At any stage in the execution of the algorithm we have a single set of current assumptions for each player, say ? 8 and ? 9 . Each assumption set will be a subset of the positions on the current playList; since we stop exploring any time we encounter a repeat, this implies in particular that for any con guration (Q; ) and player A, there will be at most one k such that (Q; ; k) 2 ? A , though the same con guration may appear once in each assumption set.
Moreover at each step for each player A we have a collection of decisions A . More precisely, for each con guration (P; ) and player A we have a stack (possibly empty) of decisions for A at (P; ) with di erent indexes, where if d n+1 = (P; ; i) is a decision above d n = (P; ; j) in the stack, then i < A j. The decision at the top of the stack is the best decision in the sense that when we ask whether any decision applies at our current node, we only have to examine this top element; if it does not apply, neither does any other decision in the stack. Lemma 6 justi es this.
If the con guration is an A-choice point, then the \best" move for A to make is that justifying the top decision. Given the current collection of A-decisions A , the collection of these best moves for each con guration forms a historyfree partial strategy (for any of the relevant games), which we call A .
The reader may wonder why we keep decisions other than the top ones at all: the reason is that we may have to invalidate sets of decisions, when assumptions on which they rely are removed from the current assumption set. These decisions are then removed from the stacks, which may cause lower decisions to be exposed as the new top decisions, changing the current strategy A .
We do not wish to maintain a complete dependency graph of assumptions and the decisions that rest on them: we use a simple \time-stamping" mechanism instead. (This design decision will doubtless surprise some readers. There are various reasons for it: simplicity, space, and experience with pro ling earlier algorithms which suggested that in fact, checking the dependencies in detail was in practice costing more time than it saved. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to return to this topic and see whether we can do better.) At each step of the algorithm we increment the \time" on a single global \clock". When we add a con guration to the playList we stamp it with the time when it was added. When we add a decision to 9 smaller as we discharge members of it; but it may also get larger, if in order to discharge one member we needed to introduce others. Any others so introduced will of course be further up the playList, so that, if d survives unforgotten, by the time the algorithm terminates ? d will be empty, corresponding to the fact that d is really true (and that is a strategy that proves it). Of course if a member of ? d ever gets invalidated, we will forget decision d.
We will de ne a (partial, non-deterministic) strategy A which will be considered a strategy for various G A (? d ; d), where d 2 A . This strategy always follows a path which our previous calculation has shown to be successful, given the current assumption set; moreover it discards assumptions which were not available at the time the calculation was made, in order to preserve the reachability condition required by Lemma 4. Formally, in order to follow the strategy we maintain a ctional index as well as the real one. The initial ctional index is the same as the real index, k. The intuition behind this is that a play following A is a path through the part of the game tree which has been decided by the algorithm, following the justifying moves, with the modi cation that we are allowed to jump from one node (F; ) to another provided that such a jump is known to be safe.
We must justify this \regarding A as a strategy for" various di erent games, rather than de ning a family of strategies one for each game, by remarking that A is coherent, in the sense that: Therefore if the algorithm terminates by adding a decision for player A at the root con guration (P; ), then since ? (P; ;;) ? A playList = ;, ? (P; ;;) must then be empty, so I gives that A is a winning strategy for the open game G A (;; (P; ; ;)) starting at the root. Of course all moves of type 1 are trivial { their only e ect is, if A is about to have to make the move of type 2, to choose a decision to follow. To get a deterministic history-free strategy observe that A is a substrategy of A , in the sense that the plays following A (and using trival moves of type 1, always choosing the top decision on the stack) are exactly the plays following A which always follow the move prescribed by the top decision on the stack. To verify this we must check that if by following A we reach con guration (Q; ; j) with ctional index i, and the top decision on the stack is (Q; ; m), then (Q; ; m) does apply at (Q; ; i), so that the top decision on the stack satis es the condition in the de nition of A . But if any decision applies at (Q; ; i) then by Lemma 6 so does (Q; ; m). So it su ces to show that A is complete; which follows from completeness of A considered as strategy for G(;; (P; ; ;)). Thus A is a winning strategy for G(P; ).
Thus we have to show 1. that the algorithm does indeed maintain I 2. that it terminates with no assumptions, making a decision at the root. We start with no decisions or assumptions for either player. This establishes the invariant. In what follows we will use primes to denote the old values of things, for example de ning the new A-assumption set ? A in terms of the old one ? 0 A . Exploring Exploring doesn't change the decision sets or the assumption sets, so there's nothing to prove about the invariant. What it does do is to set up the recorded structure so that when we backtrack along the playList we always are moving backwards along a real play. Moreover, because we always stop playing and start backtracking when we encounter a repeat con guration, and because we never explore a branch more than once, for nite LTSs termination is automatic.
Stopping the play Play stops when we encounter (a) a position where winning conditions 1 or 2 apply, or (b) a repeat of a con guration on the playList, or (c) a current applicable decision. Suppose play stops at (Q; ; j).
Immediate from the stopping conditions is the useful fact: Lemma 7. If (Q; ; i) is on the playList and also (Q; ; m) 2 A then (Q; ; m) must have been already in A when we played through (Q; ; i), since we stop on repeats without adding decisions, so cannot have added this decision since then. Moreover, it must not have applied, otherwise we wouldn't have kept playing; so in particular i < A m. 2
Now we describe what happens to the quantities in each case, and prove that the invariant is maintained. Proof. We do not alter decision sets, so there are no new legal plays to consider and the completeness of A follows from that of 0 A . You might think we have to check that no plays terminate prematurely (and for the wrong player) because of the new assumption. But in fact, the strategies haven't changed, and the rst thing they do is to discard this assumption. So we're OK. Proof. We do not alter assumptions or decisions, so the invariant holds trivially.
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Backtracking: building the strategies, adding decisions As we have seen, when the algorithm backtracks for player A from (Q; ; j) we know that there is either an assumption (Q; ; m) 2 ? A with m < A j, or some decision (Q; ; m) 2 A such that m A j.
If (Q; ; j) is the initial position, ? A is empty and we must have a decision which applies at the root (in fact, it's easy to see that we must have a decision at the root itself), so we're done: we return the answer A and the current A-strategy A . Otherwise, we backtrack to the end of the old playList, say to (P; ; i).
(a) If (P; ; i) is a B-choice point and there are any unexplored B-choices, then we pick one and play to it, returning (P; ; i) to the end of the playList after updating the record of unexplored moves from (P; ; i). We do not alter decisions or assumptions.
Proof. We do not alter assumptions or decisions, so the invariant holds trivially. Since in this version of the algorithm we are not keeping full dependency information, we use a time-stamping mechanism to identify which decisions to discard. Speci cally, we set B to be those decisions d 2 0 B whose time-stamps are earlier than the time-stamp t 1 on (P; ; i): that is, which were added to B before we played through (P; ; i). ( We implement the forgetting of decisions outside B by unioning the interval t 1 ; now] with the set of B-invalid times; then the procedure that looks for decisions discards and ignores any decisions whose time-stamps are invalid times. This simply saves us the time-expensive procedure of going through all our decisions removing invalid ones every time an assumption is removed.) By keeping more information about the dependencies (up to a complete dependency graph) we could of course be less pessimistic; but this approach works surprisingly well in practice. Well, because we're not in case (a), for some (Q; ; j), if is a A-choice formula], rsp. every otherwise] successor we did at some stage have either an assumption or a decision that applied: and we can't have lost any assumption, since we haven't backtracked through anything above here. How could we have lost a decision? Only by invalidating an assumption such that the decision was added after we played through the assumption, but that's impossible for the 
5 The tool
We have integrated the algorithm described above into the Edinburgh Concurrency Workbench (CWB), which is a well-established and powerful tool for the analysis of concurrent systems expressed in CCS. The CWB is written in Standard ML, and the model-checker is an ML module. ML provides strong type-checking in a convenient high-level functional language, but imposes severe performance penalties. Experience has shown that it is crucial that CWB code be readable: because of the importance of dependability and ease of maintenance, this is even more important than e ciency.
The CWB's WWW home page, from which the current public version can be obtained, is http://www.dcs.ed.ac.uk/home/cwb. The version described here is 7.1beta.
Interactive diagnostics
We o er the user the chance to play against the CWB, which takes the winning strategy. Of course the user will lose, and the ways in which the CWB defeats the user can help the user to understand the problem, and especially to dispel mistaken intuition. For example, suppose the user believes that the property \there exists an in nite path on which, in nitely often, a is the only action possible", i.e. the formula in the Introduction with P = haiT^ ?a]F, holds of the system A given in CCS in Figure 4 . The user must have some path in mind; perhaps the speci cation should de ne D as b:A, not b:B, and the path the user has in mind is that given by following a b transition whenever there is one, and expecting P to be true only at A. In playing against the CWB, the user can test this intuition by trying to follow this path, and will nd that A isn't reached in nitely often. 4 Sections from one possible play are shown in gure 5.1.
5
Notice that there are many in nite paths through the system, and the CWB could not (at any rate, without considerable \intelligence"!) tell which one the user had in mind; so no individual error trace su ces as a debugging aid.
Usability
Initial feedback on the usability of the games have been encouraging. In the light of comments from users, we have made a number of improvements in the interface. For example:
{ Di erent users, with di erent problems, need di erent degrees of automation of the game playing process. Initially, the CWB did not ask users to acknowledge its own moves or the moves of the referee, and it did not ask users to choose a move in circumstances where only one legal move was available. Some users like this, for example, where plays are long and only short sections are of interest. However, sometimes such behaviour is disorienting, and it's easier to follow the game if you take some action on every move, even when it's only an acknowledgement. Therefore the CWB now makes this behaviour con gurable (via command \toggle;"). { It's important to be able to examine past portions of the play after the fact.
Running the CWB using its Emacs mode is the easiest way to do this.
{ We experimented with a graphical user interface for playing games, but in fact for non-trivial examples, this seemed to be less usable than the text version, partly because of the greater ease of nding relevant sections of a long play when running under a powerful editor.
Implementation and performance
We have done considerable experimentation with correct variants on the algorithm presented, with the aim of nding which theoretical improvements work well in practice. In many cases our major improvements have been achieved by making changes which have no e ect on the worst case complexity of the algorithm. For example, when we arrive at a con guration for which there is a decision, but where we cannot prove that it is safe to apply the decision, we must continue to play. Originally, we played using the rst move that came to hand, as though we were meeting the con guration for the rst time. Later we modi ed this so that we try rst the move that is recorded in the strategy against 4 Since users cannot be expected to enjoy playing in nite games, a play terminates when it repeats, and the winner is the owner of the outermost variable unwound on the repeat section. Provided that the user is thinking of a history-free strategy { and it is di cult to imagine why this would not be so { s/he will get the same information out of this game as out of the original. 5 We have deleted some blank lines in order to t the example on the page! The original is more readable. the decision we weren't allowed to use. Because it often happens that the same strategy will work, even though we didn't have the means to prove it, this often reduces the re-exploration procedure to a process of checking a strategy, rather than nding one. The old strategy may not work { so there is no improvement in the worst-case complexity { but in practice, it usually does, so there is a worthwhile improvement in practical performance. We have already mentioned another example of the same kind: that rather than process decisions every time an assumption is invalidated, we keep a record of which time-stamps correspond to valid decisions, and simply update this record whenever an assumption is invalidated. The check for whether a decision is still valid is made immediately before the decision is used. Because most decisions are never used, this is very helpful.
We use structure-sharing techniques to avoid keeping multiple copies of data structures representing states, formulae etc, and we calculate the game graph and the LTS on the y as needed. When model-checking a non-alternating formula, we use specialised versions of the decision lookup functions to take advantage of the fact that (as mentioned previously, though proof and detail is omitted) there is no need to store indexes with decisions in this case, as a decision always applies.
We compare the implementation of the new algorithm with the model-checker from the CWB version 7.0, which is an optimised version of a tableau based method. (We ran both in the same executable, so both used the same infrastructure for calculating LTSs etc.)
Practically the game-based implementation vastly outperforms the old tableau-based implementation. We show a few examples. The numbered rows represent that number of parallel copies of a cycler being tested for deadlockfreedom, an alternation-free formula. Peterson uses a complex fairness property with twelve xed points and two alternations. Where a gure is absent for CWB v7.0 this is because we have not been able to run the example to completion.
We wish to emphasise the di erence between the gures, not the actual performance, which su ers from ine ciencies elsewhere in the CWB code (and the fact that it's written in ML). Time spent in the model-checking algorithm itself { rather than calculating transitions from CCS terms (on the y, once only per state) { is given as (MC: n). Times are in user cpu seconds. Name Subformulae States CWB v7.0 (u-cpu-s) new CWB (u-cpu-s) four 4 626 6 (MC: 5) 6 Conclusions and further work
We have developed and implemented a model-checking algorithm which produces automatically a \proof object" which can interactively help the user to understand and debug systems. The game techniques which we have used seem promising both because of this interaction paradigm and as a way of developing e cient algorithms. In future we intend to gather and build upon information from CWB users about what kinds of interaction are practically useful, and to improve and extend the interface accordingly. We will also continue to investigate variations on the algorithm, with the intention of improving its performance on practical examples further. We should also like to use these game-based techniques to investigate complexity issues, in particular, to compare the problem of nding a winning strategy with the model-checking problem, which can be seen as that of proving that a winning strategy exists without necessarily constructing it. We are in the process of applying similar techniques to classes of in nite state processes, in particular, to well-behaved value-passing CCS processes. This work will be incorporated into a future version of the CWB.
